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Applicability of Instructions
S series
Recipe
Setting
Data
Capture

E series (with HMI)

Delta Servo Press Instruction manual
DIAServoPress Software User’s Manual
Instructions

E series (no HMI)
Recipe Setting Software Instructions
DIAServoPress Software User’s
Manual
(Does not support recipe edit function)
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1. Introduction to Equipment
1.1 Components

Power Switch

Human Machine Interface

Reset Button

Manual/External
Control Switch

Punch

Alarm Light

Emergency Stop Button

Column
Two-hand Button (Right)
Two-Hand Button (Left)

Fig 1. S series — Standard Type

Servo Motor
Cylinder
Load Cell
Gearbox

Wire cover
Fig 2. E series — Electric Cylinder Type
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1.2 Specifications
Standard Type (S series)
Press control
Number of recipe
sets

Electric Cylinder Type (E series)

Buttons, I/O control, communication

I/O control, communication control

control

With HMI: 15 sets

200 sets

Without HMI: 8 sets

Number of
characters in

14 characters

recipe name
Number of steps
Maximum noload speed

5 steps
3T, 5T: 200 mm/s

200 mm/s

0.1T~1T: 270 mm/s

Scanning

4 kHz

frequency
Maximum press

40 mm/s

speed
Minimum

0.001 mm

position scale
Minimum force

3T,5T: 1 kgf

scale

0.1T~1T: 0.1 kgf

Code scanner

USB

protocol
Communication
protocol

Modbus TCP, RS-485

Default IP

192.168.1.5

Port

502
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2. Start Using the Equipment
2.1 Initialization
After the servo press is powered on, it will enter the main screen of the machine. The machine cannot
be operated if it is uninitialized. After pressing [Initialize], the spindle will run back to the mechanical
origin, and the machine parameters will be reset and initialized. After waiting for the spindle to return
to the origin, the servo press enters the ready status.

Fig 3. Main screen — Before initialization

2.2 Access
The servo press provides two types of access: [Operator] and [Engineer]. [Operator] can run the
basic functions of the machine, including automatic control and recipe selection. [Engineer] can run
all functions of the machine; in addition to automatic control and recipe selection and switching, it
can also change the internal parameters of the recipe, set equipment parameters, and perform load
cell calibration. When the servo press is started, the default access is [Operator]. You will need to
log in and enter the password to switch to [Engineer] access (default password: 1111), then select
[Log Out] to return to [Operator] access.
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Figure 5. Access — Operator

Figure 6. Access — Engineer
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2.3 Other Items on the Main Screen
The following is a brief introduction to other items on the main screen. For details, please refer to the
below chapters.

Figure 7. Main Screen

A

B

Access

The machine’s access is set to [Operator] by default at power-on, and only basic
functions can be run. You can enter the [Engineer] access by entering the
password, which will allow you to run all machine functions.

Initialization

The machine performs the initialization operation, the spindle returns to the
mechanical origin, and all related parameters are reset.

Automatic
Control

The machine runs according to the user recipe setting parameters for pressing
actions.

Manual
Control

C

The machine slowly presses down in inch or jog mode.

Load Cell
Calibration

Calibration is carried out based on the corresponding table of load cell output
voltage values and actual force values.

Equipment
Parameters

Set the related parameters for the machine.

Alarm Record A record of past alarm messages, which users can look up.
I/O Monitor

View the current status of each I/O point of the machine.
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3. Automatic Control
3.1 Introduction
A
B

E

C

D
Figure 8. Automatic Control (Standard Type)

B

A
E

C

D
Figure 9. Automatic Control (Electric Cylinder Type)
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(A) Recipe Selection
Allows the user to enter the work order number and display the currently imported recipe number and
name. If you select [Sheet], it will switch to scanner mode, the field will be highlighted, and the
scanned information will be automatically entered into the field. In automatic control mode, when the
pressing action is triggered, the servo press will perform pressing according to the recipe parameters
preset by the user. If you need to change the recipe you want to execute, select [Recipe], and the
recipe set can be changed under the [Operator] access. Under the [Engineer] access, in addition
to changing the recipe set, you can also set the internal parameters of the recipe. On electric cylinder
models, you can switch between manual control and external control through the [Manual Control]
button.

(B) Setting value
When a recipe is selected, the recipe setting parameters will be loaded into the servo press. The key
parameters of the pressing will be displayed here, including standby position, step, mode, pressing
position/distance, pressing force and maximum limit value, etc. The user then confirms whether the
loaded recipe is correct.

(C) Status
After pressing [On], the spindle will move from the mechanical origin to the [Working Origin] set in
the recipe, which can reduce the time required for downward movement during each pressing.
However, please make sure that the spindle being at the [Working Origin] position does not affect
the replacement operations of the pressed work piece. [Position] and [Force] are the real-time
values of the current servo press, while the lower status bar displays the current operating status of
the machine in text.

(D) Pressing result
After each press is completed, the actual [Pressing Position] and [Pressing Force] of the press
will be displayed, and the maximum and minimum limit values of the position and force are compared
according to the mode. If it is within the limit, it will display [OK]; if it is greater than the maximum
value or less than the minimum value, [NG] is displayed. In addition, the current [Curve] is provided
for the user to judge the pressing result, and all timings are displayed to allows the user to confirm
the time required for each pressing.

(E) Statistical data
This is a record of the total production volume based on a comparison with the maximum and
minimum limit values, as well as a record of the number of [OK] and [NG] products. Select [Return
to Zero] to clear the current record value.
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3.2 Recipe Switching and Editing

A
B
C

Figure 10. Recipe switching and editing

(A) Recipe selection
In the [Operator] access, recipe selection can be made according to the assigned number, and [List]
can be opened for a quick overview of the recipes. In the [Engineer] access, recipes can be selected
and given an English name.

(B) Working origin & standby position
Under the [Operator] access, the related parameters of [Working Origin] and [Standby Position] will
be displayed in read-only mode, allowing the user to confirm whether the correct recipe has been selected.
In the [Engineer] access, you can directly edit and set these two parameters. The following describes
each parameter.

Working Origin
This is the initial position of each pressing. If necessary, it can be set to a position lower than the
machine's mechanical origin, thereby reducing the distance and time of no-load movement during
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pressing. However, please make sure that the spindle position will not affect changing of the pressed
work piece.
Origin Velocity
This is the speed at which the spindle moves from the mechanical origin to the [Working Origin] and
returns to the [Working Origin] after the pressing is completed. A higher velocity value can be set, within
a reasonable range, to reduce the time of no-load movement.
Standby Position
This is the end position of high-speed no-load movement from the [Working Origin] when pressing down.
It is recommended to set it as close as possible to the pressed work piece while not touching the work
piece, thereby increasing the distance of the high-speed section and reducing the low-speed pressing
section time.
Standby Velocity
This is the speed of movement from the [Working Origin] to [Standby Position]. The speed of this noload section can be increased, within a reasonable range, to reduce the overall pressing time.
Standby Time
This parameter is the waiting time after the spindle moves to the [Standby Position]. When used in
certain preheating processes, the punch must wait for the temperature to increase before pressing can
be executed.

(C) Pressing conditions
Each recipe contains up to five steps: [Position Mode], [Force Mode], [Distance Mode], [Force
Position Mode], and [Force Distance Mode]. The user can also select [Motionless] if no additional
steps are required. In the [Engineer] access, you can select [Edit] to edit pressing parameters of the
selected step. In the [Operator] access, you can only view and change the recipe, and cannot edit the
pressing parameters in the recipe.

Note: If actions have been selected for the first step and the third step, but [Motionless] is selected for
the second step, the recipe will end the overall action after the first step is executed, and the third step
will not be executed.
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Figure 11. Recipe Switch — Operator

Figure 12. Recipe List
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3.3 Introduction to Pressing Mode
Pressing conditions include the target value and limit value corresponding to each mode. The maximum
limit value is part of the pressing process to ensure that no damage is done to the work piece due to
excessive pressing. The minimum limit value will be checked after reaching the target condition to
confirm whether this limit range has been reached. The following describes the pressing parameters for
each mode.

Figure 13. Pressing mode selection

3.3.1

Motionless

No pressing parameters set. If this step is reached during the execution of the recipe, the pressing
action will be ended.
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3.3.2

Position mode

Position mode is for clearly defining the end position of the pressing, in which the pressing action is
performed at a constant speed defined by the user during the pressing process.

Figure 14. Position mode setting

Pressing conditions: In position mode, the spindle will press down to the [Pressing Position] at the
[Pressing Velocity], and after waiting for the [Pressing Time], execute the next step or return to the
[Working Origin].
Supplementary limiting conditions:
1.

These conditions ensure that the force is not greater than the [Max. Force] during the entire
pressing process. If it becomes greater than the [Max. Force], the work piece will be deemed as
NG and the spindle will return to the [Working Origin].

2.

If [Dynamic Force Limit] is not turned on, after the spindle reaches the [Pressing Position], the
servo press will check whether the force value is within the range of [Max. Force] and [Mini.
Force]. If it is, the work piece will be deemed as OK; if not, it is deemed as NG.

3.

If [Dynamic Force Limit] is turned on, the servo press will automatically calculate the condition
slope for the interval between start and end conditions by the two set condition points. Forces not
within the condition range during pressing will be judged NG and the spindle will return to
[Working Origin].
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Original velocity
Standby velocity
Pressing velocity

Working
origin
Standby position,
standby time
Pressing position,
pressing time

Figure 15. Position mode description

3.3.3

Force mode

The force mode clearly defines the final pressing force, and is suitable for where pressing force is
strictly regulated.

Figure 16. Force mode setting
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Pressing conditions: In force mode, the spindle will press down at the [Pressing Velocity] until it
reaches the [Pressing Force] based on the PID adjustment speed after hitting the work piece, and
wait for the [Pressing Time], then execute the next step or return to [Working Origin]. If the
[Pressing Force] is not reached during the process, the spindle will move to the [Max. Position],
the work piece will be judged as NG, and the spindle will return to the [Working Origin].
Supplementary limiting conditions:
After the spindle reaches the [Pressing Force], the servo press will check whether the position is within
the range of [Maxi. Position] and [Mini. Position]. If it is, the work piece will be deemed as OK; if not, it
is deemed as NG.

Working
origin

Original velocity
Standby velocity

Standby position,
standby time

Pressing velocity + PID speed

Pressing force,
pressing time

Figure 17. Force mode description

3.3.4

Distance mode

The distance mode clearly defines the pressing distance after contacting the work item, pressing
consistently at the velocity set by the user.
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Figure 18. Distance mode setting
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Pressing conditions: In distance mode, the spindle will move down to detect the work piece. Once it
contacts the work piece, it will continue at the [Pressing Velocity] for the [Pressing Distance], and
waits for the [Pressing Time] at consistent force before the next step or returning to the [Working Origin].
If the work piece is not detected during the process, the spindle will return to the working origin after
reaching the [Max. Position] or [Max. Force].
Supplementary limiting conditions:
1.

If [Dynamic Force Limit] is not turned on, after the spindle moves the [Pressing Distance], the
servo press will check whether the force value is within the range of [Max. Force] and [Mini. Force],
and whether the spindle position is between the [Max. Position] and [Min. Position]. If both are
yes, then the work piece is judged OK; if one of them is no, then the work piece is judged NG.

2.

If [Dynamic Force Limit] is turned on, the servo press will automatically calculate the condition
slope for the interval between start and end conditions by the two set condition points. Forces
not within the condition range during pressing will be judged NG. The position value is determined
at the end position.

Original velocity
Standby velocity
Pressing velocity

Working
origin
Standby position,
standby time
Pressing distance,
pressing time

Figure 19. Description of distance mode
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3.3.5

Force position mode

The force position mode defines the pressing force value and the final pressing position, which is
suitable for where pressing force and pressing position are strictly regulated.

Figure 20. Force position mode setting

Pressing conditions: In force position mode, the spindle will press downward to the [Pressing Force],
and continue to move to the [Pressing Position] at the PID speed based on the [Pressing Velocity],
and wait for the [Pressing Time] to execute the next step or return to [Working Origin].

Working
origin

Original velocity
Standby velocity
Pressing velocity

Standby position,
standby time
Pressing position, pressing
force, pressing time

Figure 21. Force position mode description
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3.3.6

Force distance mode

The force position mode defines the pressing force and pressing distance, and is suitable for
where pressing force and pressing distance are strictly regulated.

Figure 22. Force distance mode setting

Pressing conditions: In force distance mode, the spindle will press downward to the [Pressing Force],
and continue to move to the [Pressing Distance] at the PID speed based on the [Pressing Velocity],
and wait for the [Pressing Time] to execute the next step and return to [Working Origin].
Supplementary limiting conditions:
After the spindle reaches the [Pressing Force], the servo press will check whether the position is
within the range of [Max. Position] and [Min. Position]. If it is, the work piece will be deemed as OK; if
not, it is deemed as NG.

Original velocity
Standby velocity
Pressing velocity

Working
origin
Standby position,
standby time
Pressing distance, pressing
force, pressing time

Figure 23. Force distance mode description
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4. Manual Control
Allows the user to press down in a slow and inching manner to confirm the pressing position and force
value, thereby facilitating the setting of the recipe pressing parameters. Users can enter [Manual Control]
on the main screen, and functions such as recipe parameter setting and [Load Cell Calibration] can
also be used in this manual control module.

A

Ｂ

C

Figure 24. Manually control main window

(A) Status
Displays the real-time position and real-time force.

(B) Trigger button
Carries out up and down trigger actions, and displays the relevant status in real time. Select [Go Home]
to quickly return to the mechanical origin according to the device parameter [Velocity].

(C) Setting value
You can select [Inch] or [Jog]. When [Inch] mode is selected, you can set [Distance], which will move
the specified distance every time the trigger is activated. When [Jog] mode is selected, after pressing
the trigger button, it will continue to press down until the button is released. Pressing is done according
to the [Speed] in both modes. If the [Force Limit] is exceeded during the inching process, the pressing
down action cannot be continued.
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5. Load Cell Calibration
5.1 Calibration Process
The servo press internally judges the force value according to the load cell. After the load cell is
pressurized, the resistance changes and a voltage is output accordingly. The servo press calculates the
accurate force value in real time according to the table of voltages and corresponding force values. When
pressing is maintained for a long time, it may cause the load cell voltage to shift, so it is recommended to
correct the action regularly according to requirements to ensure that the force value is accurate.

Figure 25. Load cell calibration

The servo press provides up to 20 calibration points. During the calibration process, an external standard
calibration load cell is required. Enter the standard voltage value of the external load cell at the 20 different
calibration positions (refer to the appendix). The following is the standard procedure for load cell
calibration.
(1) Select [Home], confirm that [Force] is 0 at the origin position, and place the relevant calibration
equipment on the press.
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Figure 26. Load cell calibration step 1

(2) Set the number of calibration points (2-20 points), select [Start] after confirmation, and the servo
press will update the calibration date for this calibration.

Figure 27. Load cell calibration step 2
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(3) [Current Point] will display the number of the current calibration point. Please press the spindle of
the press to the specified force of the external load cell of the calibration point by using the [Manual
Control] module on the right (refer to the appendix)

Figure 28. Load cell calibration step 3
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(4) After reaching the specified calibration point force, please input the external load cell force value into

[Enter Value], and select [Enter].

Figure 29. Load cell calibration step 4

(5) After the calibration is complete for one point, the status bar will display [Single Finished-Calibrate
Next Point], and the number of [Current Point] will be updated.

Figure 30. Load cell calibration step 5
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(6) Repeat steps 3–5 until all calibration points are completed. The calibration status will display
[Calibration Complete], please select [Go Home] and remove the load cell calibration instrument to
leave the calibration program.

Figure 31. Load cell calibration step 6
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6. Device Parameters
This function allows users to modify the parameters of the equipment itself. The relevant parameters have
nothing to do with the pressing recipe, and do not need to be changed frequently when not necessary.

Figure 32. Main window for setting parameters (The parameters on screen will vary based on the
purchased model)
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6.1 Basic Settings
Force Unit
Soft Limit
COMM.
Language

The servo press displays force in three units: kgf, N, and lbf. The press must be
re-calibrated after the unit is changed.
The soft limit is set at the factory based on the upper and lower positions of the
Z axis, please do not change it if it is not necessary.
The machine IP address and RS485 station number can be set. If DIAServoPress
is used for one-to-many monitoring, the PLC address of each machine must be
separated.
The machine’s language settings can be changed to one of three options:
Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, and English.

Password

The login password for [Engineer] access can be set.

Time

The time displayed by the machine’s clock can be set.

6.2 Machine Status
This function provides the real-time status of the machine for users to look up. If an abnormality occurs,
it can be used to determine whether the machine’s current status is normal.
Config
Home
Ready

The machine is uninitialized.
After the machine completes the initialization process, and the spindle is at the
mechanical origin, waiting for the [On] command.
The machine is [On], and the spindle has moved to the [Working Origin], and
the machine waiting for the command to start pressing.

Run

Pressing is taking place.

Jog

Manual control mode is running.

Error

When an alarm occurs, and the machine stops working.

6.3 Pressing Counter
This function records the number of presses, and an upper limit can be set for the number of presses.
When the number of pressing times reaches the [Pressed Amount Limit] set by the user, a calibration
reminder window will pop up. This counter will be reset to zero after recalibration. Users can also refer to
the [Last Calibrate Date] to plan the calibration schedule.

6.4 PID Setting
In force mode, during the pressing process, the [Pressing Velocity] and [Pressing Force] are used as
references used to calculate the real-time Pressing Velocity with PID. Under most pressing conditions,
adjusting the [Pressing Velocity] will fulfill the requirements of users, and achieve a balance between
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pressing accuracy and time. If the adjustment of the [Pressing Velocity] cannot meet the user’s
requirements due to special pressing conditions, the user can choose to change the PID setting.
The servo press provides 11 sets of PID levels, from 0 to 10, and each level has pre-set P, I, and D
parameters, which have been carefully evaluated. The press is preset with the most suitable settings for
widespread use before leaving the factory. If the desired pressing accuracy cannot be achieved after
adjusting the [Pressing Velocity] to a low speed, users can reduce the PID gear and change the
deceleration curve to increase the pressing accuracy. If the pressing time cannot be less than the
expected value even after the [Pressing Velocity] has been adjusted to a high speed, users can increase
the PID gear and change the deceleration curve to speed up the overall Pressing Velocity.

Force

PID=6

Force

Force

ｔ

ｔ

PID=5
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6.5 Others
Force and
Torque Limit

To ensure safety, the servo press provides [Force Limit Protection] and
[Torque Limit Protection] functions. These values have been set to the factory
default before leaving the factory depending on the model, please do not modify
it unless necessary.

Go Home Vel.

This value is the speed at which the spindle returns to the origin under
[Initialize] and [Manual Control].

Buzz

Users can choose whether to turn on the alarm buzzer.

NG Alarm

If this function is turned on, an alarm will sound when the pressing result is NG.

Curtain

If you select [Yes] and install the light curtain, an alarm will be triggered when
the machine detects an abnormality in the light curtain signal.

7. Alarm Record
This function records past alarm messages.

Figure 33. Alarm record
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8. I/O Monitor
View the current status of each point of the machine.

Figure 34. I/O monitor— Input (Standard type)

Figure 35. I/O monitor — Input (Electric cylinder type)
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Figure 36. I/O monitor — Output (Standard type)

Figure 37. I/O monitor — Output (Electric cylinder type)
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9. External Control
External control includes I/O and communications. The wiring for I/O must refer to the wiring diagram.
Communications can be controlled through the Modbus protocol (default IP-192.169.1.5 Port-502). Users can
switch between the two through 0x08EE (M238).

9.1 I/O and Communications Definitions
Input

X0

X1
X2

X3

X4
X5
X6
X7

Modbus
(Delta PLC)
0x08E6
(M230)
0x08E7
(M231)
0x08E8
(M232)
0x08E9
(M233)
0x08EA
(M234)
0x08EB
(M235)
0x08EC
(M236)
0x08ED
(M237)
0x08EE
(M238)

Name

Definition

On/Off

After this signal is ON, the machine will perform system initialization
first, then enter the automatic control screen and execute [On]
according to the selected recipe. The spindle will then move to the
working origin. When this signal is OFF, the press returns to the
mechanical origin and cannot perform pressing actions.

Trigger
(Signal Edge)

After triggering this signal, the machine will start to execute the
pressing action of the current recipe.

Reset
(Signal Edge)

After triggering this signal, the machine will clear the current alarm
signal after the error is cleared.

Safety Signal

Please connect the safety element of the external controller to this
point, and the signal at this point must stay on during the pressing
process. If the signal at this point is interrupted during the pressing
process, the motor will immediately stop and raise an error alarm.

Recipe number
Recipe number BIT 0 (ON-1 OFF-0)
0
Recipe number
Recipe number BIT 1 (ON-2 OFF-0)
1
Recipe number
Recipe number BIT 2 (ON-4 OFF-0)
2
Recipe number
Recipe number BIT 3 (ON-8 OFF-0)
3
Communication The signal OFF state allows the user to use I/O control, while ON
On
allows the user to use Modbus communication control.

**If you use Modbus communications, please confirm the correctness of the write address. If the write address
is wrong, it may cause unpredictable consequences.

Output
Y0
Y1

Modbus
(Delta PLC)
0x08FA
(M250)
0x08FB
(M251)

Name

Definition

Ready

After the machine is started, it will continuously output this signal.
When the servo press is off, this signal will stop.

Waiting

Waiting for the trigger signal to press down. This signal will cease
during the pressing process, and will not restart until the pressing
action is completed.
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Y2
Y3

0x08FC
(M252)
0x08FD
(M253)

Alarm

When the machine has an abnormality and outputs an alarm, this
point will continue to output.

OK/NG

When the pressing action is completed, this point signal will be
output if the pressing is successful, and this point signal will not be
output if the pressing has failed.

9.2 External Process
9.2.1

External I/O initialization

1.

Switch the control selector button to [External Control]

2.

Trigger the [Safety Signal]. [X3]→ON

3.

Please refer to the table below to select a recipe with binary values
Recipe number

X7
Bit 3

X6
Bit 2

X5
Bit 1

X4
Bit 0

1

OFF

OFF

OFF

ON

2

OFF

OFF

ON

OFF

3

OFF

OFF

ON

ON

4

OFF

ON

OFF

OFF

5

OFF

ON

OFF

ON

6

OFF

ON

ON

OFF

7

OFF

ON

ON

ON

8

ON

OFF

OFF

OFF

9

ON

OFF

OFF

ON

10

ON

OFF

ON

OFF

11

ON

OFF

ON

ON

12

ON

ON

OFF

OFF

13

ON

ON

OFF

ON

14

ON

ON

ON

OFF

15

ON

ON

ON

ON

4.

Trigger the [On] signal, and the machine will perform [Initialize] and [Start]. [X0]→Continuous ON

5.

After the initialization of the machine is completed, the signal of [Ready] is output.
[Y0]→Continuously ON
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9.2.2
1.

External I/O trigger pressing action

After the machine executes [Initialize] and [On] in automatic control, it will output a [Waiting] signal.
[Y1]→ON

2.

Input the [Trigger] signal to start pressing. [X1]→ON

3.

When the machine starts to perform the pressing action, it will stop outputting the [Waiting] signal.
[Y1]→OFF

4.

After confirming that the [Waiting] signal has stopped outputting, the [Trigger] signal can be
stopped. [X1]→OFF

5.

When the pressing action is completed, the machine will output the [Waiting] signal again.
[Y1]→ON

6.

The signal is output according to the result of pressing. [OK]： [Y3]→ON／[NG]： [Y3]→OFF

9.2.3

External I/O recipe change

1.

Stop triggering the [On] signal, and the machine will release the automatic control. [X0]→OFF

2.

Confirm that the [Ready] signal is no longer being output. [Y0]→OFF

3.

Trigger the recipe number to be replaced

4.

Re-trigger the [On] signal. [X0]→Continuous ON

5.

Confirm the signal output of [Ready]. [Y0]→Continuously ON

9.2.4
1.

External I/O reset error

The [Alarm] signal will be sent out when the machine produces an alarm due to abnormality.
[Y2]→ON

2.

After confirming that the abnormal condition has been eliminated, trigger the [Reset] signal.
[X2]→ON

3.

The machine will stop outputting the [Alarm] signal after confirming that the abnormality has been
eliminated. [Y2]→OFF

4.

After confirming that the [Alarm] signal it not being output, triggering of the [Reset] signal can stop
as well. [X2]→OFF
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9.2.5

External I/O safety signal interrupt

1.

The external [Safety Signal] was interrupted during the pressing. [X3]→OFF

2.

The motor will stop immediately

3.

After confirming the safety control components, trigger the [Safety Signal] again. [X3]→ON

4.

Trigger the [Reset] signal. [X2]→ON

5.

The machine will abandon this pressing action, and the motors will return the spindle to the working
origin and trigger the [Waiting] signal. [Y1]→ON

6.

Stop triggering the [Reset] signal. [X2]→OFF

7.

Restart the [Trigger] signal, and start the pressing process. [X1]→ON

9.3 Communications Data Capture
9.3.1

FTP connection information

The servo press can be connected to a he network cable, and internal pressing curve files can be obtained
through FTP in CSV format
FTP IP

FTP host port

FTP username

FTP password

192.168.1.6

21

Admin

1234

9.3.2

RS-485 connection information

The RS-485 station number can be set through [Equipment Parameters]->[COMM.], please refer to the
table below for other information
Baud rate

Date Length

Parity

Stop Bit

Mode

9600

7

E

1

RTU
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9.3.3

Modbus connection information

The servo press can retrieve the following data in real time via Modbus TCP (default IP: 192.168.1.5 Port:
502)

Status

Pressing result

Item

Modbus

Delta PLC

Recipe number

0x13BF

D959

Real-time position

0x10C8

D200

Real-time force

0x10CA

D202

Status*

0x10CE

D206

Pressing position

0x10D2

D210

Pressing result

0x1107

D263

Pressing force

0x10D4

D212

Standby time

0x10D6

D214

Pressing time

0x10D8

D216

Production time

0x10DA

D218

Total amount

0x10DE

D222

Pass amount

0x10E0

D224

NG amount

0x10E2

D226

* Real-time status: 0-not activated; 1-activating; 2-activation complete and waiting; 3-pressing; 4-pressing OK;
5-NG, force is greater than the maximum limit; 6-NG, force is less than the minimum limit; 7-NG, position is
greater than the maximum limit; 8-NG, position is less than the minimum limit
** If you use Modbus communications, please confirm the correctness of the address, and it is strictly forbidden
to write in the relevant address
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10.

Alarm

10.1 Alarm Handling Method
Code

Alarm message

Handling approach

001

Light curtain obstructed,
emergency stop

Please remove the obstruction on the light curtain.

002

Spindle position exceeds
negative limit

Initialize the machine after resetting.

003

Spindle position exceeds the
positive limit

Initialize the machine after resetting.

004

Emergency stop button
pressed

Please release the emergency stop and initialize the
machine after resetting.

005

The force load exceeds the
machine’s limit

Please reconfirm the pressing parameters to prevent the
pressing force from exceeding the limit.

006

Touched the manual/external Please switch off the manual/external control knob after
control knob by mistake
deactivation.

007

The high-speed moving
section touches the work
piece abnormally

1. Check whether the pressing parameter [Standby
Position] is set properly.
2. Check if materials are overlapping.

008

Motor current exceeds
machine limit

Please reconfirm the pressing parameters to avoid excessive
pressing force, which would cause the motor current to
exceed the limit.

009

Motor error, please power it
on again if unable to reset

Please power it on again.

010

Motor power off

Please power it on again, if it still cannot be resolved, please
contact the agent.

The light curtain is interrupted,
and the spindle returns to the
working origin after resetting
Release the two-hand switch,
and the spindle returns to the
working origin after resetting

Touched the light curtain by mistake, the spindle returns to
the working origin after resetting, and is waiting for the
pressing signal again
Release the two-hand switch, the spindle returns to the
working origin after resetting, and is waiting for the pressing
signal again

011
012
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Appendix A: Load Cell Calibration Table
Calibration
point

100kgf

200kgf

500kgf

1000kgf

3000kgf

5000kgf

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

5

11

27

54

161

268

3

11

21

54

108

322

536

4

16

32

81

162

483

804

5

21

42

108

216

644

1,072

6

27

54

135

270

805

1,340

7

32

64

162

324

966

1,608

8

37

75

189

378

1,127

1,876

9

42

86

216

432

1,288

2,144

10

48

96

243

486

1,449

2,412

11

53

107

270

540

1,610

2,680

12

58

118

297

594

1,771

2,948

13

64

128

324

648

1,932

3,216

14

69

139

351

702

2,093

3,484

15

74

150

378

756

2,254

3,752

16

80

161

405

810

2,415

4,020

17

85

171

432

864

2,576

4,288

18

90

182

459

918

2,737

4,556

19

99

198

497

995

2,998

4,924

20

110

220

550

1100

3300

5500
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